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Abstract
The Wyllie’s list ranking algorithm takes a linked list data structure as an input and it pass the linked list
successor elements to the succ1 array to find the Rank. The algorithm depends upon the Pointer jumping
operation and its concepts. The motivation for this work is to parallelize the Wyllie’s list ranking
algorithm using three different parallel programming platforms and compare its performance on all the
three platforms.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The Wyllie’s list ranking operation takes a linked list data structure as an input and passes the linked list
successor elements to the succ1 array and thus it calculate the last element in the list .Again, it calculates the
rank of the each node to the end of the list. This is the aim of the algorithm; the algorithm depends on the
Pointer jumping operation. The motivation for this work is to parallelize the Wyllie’s operation using three
different parallel programming platforms and compare the performance on all platforms. It is done because in
the serial algorithm, the program simply traverses each link in the link list. So to improve the performance of the
algorithm, parallelization needs to be done. We have used three programming models: Open MP, MPI and
Concurrent Java to realize the parallel version of our custom algorithm..
2. PARALLEL WYLLIE’S ALGORITHM
Algorithm for pointer jumping operation in Wyllie’s algorithm
Input: Linked list elements
Output: Rank of each node to the end node
Method: pointerjump
Begin
1.
Read list successor element in succ array
2.
For every instruction of i
Do
3.
If succ1 equal to i
then
4.
Last1[i] ←succ1[i] - n;
5.
rank[i] = 0;
else
6.
last1[i] ← succ1[i];
7.
rank[i] = 1;
od
8.
boolean f= 1;
9.
while f
do
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10.
11.
do
12.
then
13.
14.
15.
od od
16.
17.
od
End

f = 0;
for every instruction of i
if last1[i] greater than equal to 0
f = 1;
rank[i] ← rank[i]+ rank[last1[i]];
last1[i] ← last1[last1[i]];
for every instruction of i
last1[i] ← last1[i]+ n;

In the above algorithm we are passing successor elements to succ1 array, if succ1 is equal to i,make rank as zero
otherwise one and also make last1 equal to succ-n .In second for loop, if last1 is greater than and equal to zero,
find the rank and last1.After that adjust last1 by adding number of nodes.
3. FLOW CHART

Fig.1:Flow chart
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It specifies the flow of control of our algorithm.The algorithm is parallelized in pointer jumping function after
initializing the last1 and rank variables; finally we have to find rank and last1. Rank calculation is the final
output of the algorithm.
4. METHODOLOGY
OpenMP: #pragma omp parallel for , #pragma omp critical
MPI:MPI_Send(),MPI_Recv(),MPI_Init(),MPI_Comm_size(),MPI_Comm_rank().
Concurrent java:newFixedThreadPool(),execute(),Runnable(),currentTimeMillis();
Major headings should be typeset in boldface with the first letter of important words capitalized.
5. RESULT
5.1. OpenMP:

Table1:OMP

The above table gives the serial and parallel execution times of OPENMP.

FIG.2: OMP

We compared the parallel and sequential execution timing of Wyllie’s list ranking algorithm using OPENMP.
Parallel OMP gives better execution time as compared to sequential; it can be analyzed easily in the above
graph.
5.2. MPI:

Table 2:MPI
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The above table gives serial and parallel execution time of MPI for different nodes values of the linked list.

Fig.3:MPI

We compared the parallel and sequential execution timings of Wyllie’s list ranking algorithm using MPI. It can
be identified that up to a certain limit, both behaves as same, but for larger nodes values, parallel computation
time is far better than the sequential one.
5.3. Concurrent JAVA:

Table 3:Concurrent Java

The above table gives serial and parallel execution timings of Concurrent Java

Fig.4:CONCURRENT JAVA

We compared the parallel and sequential execution timings of Wyllie’s list ranking algorithm using Concurrent
java. Parallel implementation of the algorithm gives best performance as compared to sequential one, i.e.
parallel takes less time as compared to sequential.
We compared all three algorithms in which concurrent java gives better performance compare to OpenMp and
Mpi
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6. CONCLUSION
In this work we have studied and analyzed the performance increase by parallelizing the Wyllie’s list ranking
algorithm. We have run the parallel version of the three programming models where speedup is attained as
opposed to the sequential version. Concurrent java has given the best speedup and is consequently the best
programming platform for running this particular algorithm.
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